IHSSA
DATES FOR
2018-2019

AUGUST 11, 2018- JUDGES/COACHES WORKSHOP
IHSSA OFFICE BUILDING,
WEST DES MOINES

- DEBATE CLINIC, TBA

OCTOBER 5 & 6 - IHSSA COACHES CONVENTION
GATEWAY HOTEL, AMES

JANUARY 4 & 5, 2019 - STATE DEBATE TOURNAMENT
DMACC, ANKENY

JANUARY 19, 2019- DISTRICT LARGE GROUP CONTEST

FEBRUARY 2, 2019 - STATE LARGE GROUP CONTEST

FEBRUARY 16, 2019 - ALL-STATE FESTIVAL LARGE GROUP EVENTS
IOWA STATE CENTER, AMES

FEBRUARY 23, 2019 - DISTRICT INDIVIDUAL EVENTS CONTEST

MARCH 9, 2019 - STATE INDIVIDUAL EVENTS CONTEST

MARCH 25, 2019 - ALL-STATE FESTIVAL INDIVIDUAL EVENTS,
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA, CEDAR FALLS

Get these dates to your students, parents, and administration so you can plan for these dates next year!

Web link for all Unified Dates for 2018-2025
http://www.iahsaa.org/information/general/